Creating Garden Ponds and Water Features

The first section of this volume provides
sources of inspiration and looks at all the
design aspects you need to consider, from
siting a pond to selecting the most
appropriate water feature for your garden.
A unique aspect of the book is the way in
which the authors explore the thinking
behind existing water gardens and show
how they can be reworked to create a
variety of completely new designs.
Whether you have a patio, small city
courtyard, or a larger suburban plot, you
will find the right water garden design for
you. The second section contains all the
practical information necessary to construct
a garden pond or water feature, and
features numerous step-by-step illustrations
showing how to install them safely and
efficiently. Essential information is
included on buying and selecting suitable
plants to create the right setting for your
pond or water feature. Photographic
glossaries help you to choose the best
plants and fish with expert advice on how
to keep fish healthy. This volume features:
a number of different inspirational pond
designs for gardens of all shapes and sizes;
practical step-by-step advice on all aspects
of constructing a garden pond or water
feature in your garden; full colour
photographic glossaries of plants and fish;
and troubleshooting sections on keeping
fish healthy and plant maintenance.

great example of a wildlife pond, lots of shallow areas for easy access, drinking and bathing for wildlife. Use stones to
minimise management and create baskingSee more ideas about Water fountains, Backyard ponds and Water features.
piece of this garden is a spherical glass water feature in a raised pool that createsCreative water features water feature a
large rock in a pondless water feature - Compost . How To Build A Backyard Pond & Water Feature
theownerbuilderne.With a range of choices, adding a pond or water feature to your yard or garden is a relatively easy,
fun family project.Building your own pond or water feature is fun & we have some articles available to help guide you
through the building process. Visit our blog today!Put in a Pond Create a soothing garden oasis that delights the senses:
refreshing drinks seed for birds nectar for bees and butterflies and hiding places for fish, - 5 min - Uploaded by
Caver461In the following video I show you how to build a cheap and easy pond that can function as a water or a
waterfall. See more ideas about Backyard ponds, Garden fountains and Backyard patio. How to Build a Pond Easily,
Cheaply and Beautifully. All you really need is one open weekend to create this lovely pond and fountain feature. The
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tutorial lays out the steps very clearly, so the(link) FOUNTAIN: How to Build a Concrete Fountain ~ Create a
stone-lined garden pond, then carve a waterfall out of a block of stone using basic power andBackyard fountains can suit
any garden style, garden size, or gardeners time. Create a natural-looking pond edge by carefully tucking in plants
alongside.
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